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/ have a secret. Do you want to
know my secret?
Do you see what I see ?
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Javier Bautista dreams of a
wolfman about to ax his enemy in the
ing. Reyinundo Gomez Hemandez
dreams of a boy lying crushed beneath
a barre1. Palesa M@olahloe depicts her5口fas d間 d Den@SeD@xon dぽam5her
brother is a mud monster. Sebastian
Gomez Hernandez dreams of a devi]
high in a tree spying on the girls be・

low

In her 30-year retrospective. Secret
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Works with Children 1969-1999, at
the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington, DC, Ewald takes viewers on a
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journey around the world through disparate cultures and into the secret lives
of children. Through her mode of op-

eration,she hasmade photography
accessible to children in underpnvi-

legedareas. ]Bygiving her subjects

(who are also her students) cameras,
Ewald inverts the inherent power
structure between photographer and

subject,teacherand student.By exhibiting her

own

dents' and in

work alongside her stu ﾂ

some

cases

not

identify ﾂ

ing which is which, Ewald caJIs into
question the nature of authorship and
forces the viewer to experience the
imagery as a collective body, "Gradu ﾂ
ally I saw that it was less interesting
for me, as an artist, to frame the world
wholly according to my own percep ﾂ
tions," she has said, "I wanted instead
to create situations in which I allowed
others' perceptions to surface with my
own."
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Although Ewald has worked in
many different cultures ﾑ from Saudi
Arabia to South Africa to rural Kentucky @@certainthemes recur, and is ﾂ
sues of race, religion, gender, encu1turation, and language appear to be
universa1. The violent undertone of

